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. . . In the midst of extraordinary social change,
television became the most important discursive
medium in American culture. As such, it was
charged with special responsibilities for making
new economic and social relations credible and
legitimate to audiences haunted by ghosts from
the past. Urban ethnic working-class situation
comedies provided one means of addressing the
anxieties and contradictions emanating from the
clash between the consumer present of the 1950s
and collective social memory about the 1930s
and 1940s.
The consumer consciousness emerging from
economic and social change in postwar America
conflicted with the lessons of historical experience
for many middle- and working-class American
families. The Great Depression of the 1930s had
not only damaged the economy, it also undercut
the political and cultural legitimacy of American
capitalism. Herbert Hoover had been a national
hero in the 1920s, with his credo of “rugged individualism” forming the basis for a widely shared
cultural ideal. But the depression discredited
Hoover’s philosophy and made him a symbol of
yesterday’s blasted hopes to millions of Americans.
In the 1930s, cultural ideals based on mutuality
and collectivity eclipsed the previous decade’s
“rugged individualism” and helped propel massive union organizing drives, anti-eviction movements, and general strikes. President Roosevelt’s
New Deal attempted to harness and co-opt that
grass roots mass activity in an attempt to restore

social order and recapture credibility and legitimacy for the capitalist system (Romasco 1965).
The social welfare legislation of the “Second New
Deal” in 1935 went far beyond any measures previously favored by Roosevelt and most of his advisors, but radical action proved necessary for the
Administration to contain the upsurge of activism that characterized the decade. Even in the
private sector, industrial corporations made more
concessions to workers than naked power realities
necessitated because they feared the political consequences of mass disillusionment with the system
(Berger 1982).
World War II ended the depression and
brought prosperity, but it did so on a basis even
more collective than the New Deal of the 1930s.
Government intervention in the wartime economy
reached unprecedented levels, bringing material
reward and shared purpose to a generation raised
on the deprivation and sacrifice of the depression.
In the postwar years, the largest and most disruptive strike wave in American history won major
improvements in the standard of living for the
average worker, both through wage increases and
through government commitments to insure full
employment, decent housing, and expanded educational opportunities. Grass roots militancy and
working-class direct action wrested concessions
from a reluctant government and business elite—
mostly because the public at large viewed workers’
demands as more legitimate than the desires of
capital (Lipsitz 1981).
Yet the collective nature of working-class
mass activity in the postwar era posed severe
problems for capital. In sympathy strikes and
secondary boycotts, workers placed the interests of their class ahead of their own individual
material aspirations. Strikes over safety and job
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television’s most important economic function
came from its role as an instrument of legitimation for transformations in values initiated by the
new economic imperatives of postwar America.
For Americans to accept the new world of 1950s’
consumerism, they had to make a break with the
past. The depression years had helped generate
fears about installment buying and excessive materialism, while the New Deal and wartime mobilization had provoked suspicions about individual
acquisitiveness and upward mobility. Depression
era and war time scarcities of consumer goods had
led workers to internalize discipline and frugality while nurturing networks of mutual support
through family, ethnic, and class associations.
Government policies after the war encouraged an
atomized acquisitive consumerism at odds with
the lessons of the past. At the same time, federal
home loan policies stimulated migrations to the
suburbs from traditional, urban ethnic workingclass neighborhoods. The entry of television into
the American home disrupted previous patterns
of family life and encouraged fragmentation of
the family into separate segments of the consumer
market.1 The priority of consumerism in the economy at large and on television may have seemed
organic and unplanned, but conscious policy decisions by officials from both private and public sectors shaped the contours of the consumer economy
and television’s role within it.
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control far outnumbered wage strikes, revealing
aspirations to control the process of production
that conflicted with capitalist labor-management
relations. Mass demonstrations demanding government employment and housing programs indicated a collective political response to problems
previously adjudicated on a personal level. Radical
challenges to the authority of capital (like the 1946
United Auto Workers’ strike demand that wage
increases come out of corporate profits rather than
from price hikes passed on to consumers), demonstrated a social responsibility and a commitment
toward redistributing wealth, rare in the history of
A merican labor (Lipsitz 1981:47–50).
Capital attempted to regain the initiative in
the postwar years by making qualified concessions to working-class pressures for redistribution
of wealth and power. Rather than paying wage
increases out of corporate profits, business leaders
instead worked to expand the economy through
increases in government spending, foreign trade,
and consumer debt. Such expansion could meet
the demands of workers and consumers without undermining capital’s dominant role in the
economy. On the presumption that “a rising tide
lifts all boats,” business leaders sought to connect
working-class aspirations for a better life to policies that insured a commensurate rise in corporate
profits, thereby leaving the distribution of wealth
unaffected. Federal defense spending, highway
construction programs, and home loan policies
expanded the economy at home in a manner conducive to the interests of capital, while the Truman
Doctrine and Marshall Plan provided models for
enhanced access to foreign markets and raw materials for American corporations. The Taft-Hartley
Act of 1947 banned the class-conscious collective
activities most threatening to capital (mass strikes,
sympathy strikes, secondary boycotts); the leaders of labor, government, and business accepted
as necessity the practice of paying wage hikes for
organized workers out of the pockets of consumers and unorganized workers, in the form of higher
prices (Lipsitz 1981).
Commercial network television played an
important role in this emerging economy, functioning as a significant object of consumer purchasers as well as an important marketing medium.
Sales of sets jumped from three million during the
entire decade of the 1940s to over five million a
year during the 1950s (TV Facts 1980:141). But
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20  Part I

COMMERCIAL TELEVISION AND
ECONOMIC CHANGE
Government policies during and after World War
II shaped the basic contours of home television as
an advertising medium. Government-sponsored
research and development during the war perfected the technology of home television while
federal tax policies solidified its economic base.
The government allowed corporations to deduct
the cost of advertising from their taxable incomes
during the war, despite the fact that rationing and
defense production left business with few products
to market. Consequently, manufacturers kept the
names of their products before the public while
lowering their tax obligations on high wartime
profits. Their advertising expenditures supplied
radio networks and advertising agencies with the
capital reserves and business infrastructure that
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mass transit systems and contributed to increased
demand for automobiles (Hartman 1982:165–
168). Partly as a result of these policies, consumer
spending on private cars averaged $7.5 billion
per year in the 1930s and 1940s, but grew to $22
billion per year in 1950 and almost $30 billion by
1955 (Mollenkopf 1983:111).
For the first time in U.S. history, middleclass and working-class families could routinely
expect to own homes or buy new cars every few
years. Between 1946 and 1965 residential mortgage debt rose three times as fast as the gross
national product and disposable income. Mortgage debt accounted for just under 18% of disposable income in 1946, but it grew to almost 55%
by 1965 (Stone 1983:122). In order to insure eventual payment of current debts, the economy had
to generate tremendous expansion and growth,
further stimulating the need to increase consumer
spending. Manufacturers had to find new ways
of motivating consumers to buy ever increasing
amounts of commodities, and television provided
an important means of accomplishing that end.
Television advertised individual products, but
it also provided a relentless flow of information
and persuasion that placed acts of consumption at
the core of everyday life. The physical fragmentation of suburban growth and declines in motion
picture attendance created an audience more likely
to stay at home and receive entertainment there
than ever before. But television also provided a
locus redefining American ethnic, class, and family identities into consumer identities. In order to
accomplish this task effectively, television programs had to address some of the psychic, moral,
and political obstacles to consumption among the
public at large.
The television and advertising industries knew
that they had to overcome these obstacles. Marketing expert and motivational specialist Ernest
Dichter stated that “one of the basic problems of
this prosperity is to give people that sanction and
justification to enjoy it and to demonstrate that the
hedonistic approach to life is a moral one, not an
immoral one” (Jezer 1982:127). Dichter went on
to note the many barriers that inhibited consumer
acceptance of unrestrained hedonism, and he
called on advertisers “to train the average citizen
to accept growth of his country and its economy
as his growth rather than as a strange and frightening event” (Dichter 1960:210). One method of
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enabled them to dominate the television industry
in the postwar era. After the war, federal antitrust
action against the motion picture studios broke up
the “network” system in movies, while the FCC
sanctioned the network system in television. In
addition, FCC decisions to allocate stations on the
narrow VHF band, to grant the networks ownership and operation rights over stations in prime
markets, and to place a freeze on the licensing of
new stations during the important years between
1948 and 1952 all combined to guarantee that
advertising-oriented programming based on the
model of radio would triumph over theater TV,
educational TV, or any other form (Boddy 1985;
Allen 1983). Government decisions, not market
forces, established the dominance of commercial
television, but these decisions reflected a view of
the American economy and its needs which had
become so well accepted at the top levels of business and government that it had virtually become
the official state economic policy.
Fearing both renewed depression and awakened militancy among workers, influential corporate and business leaders considered increases in
consumer spending—increases of 30% to 50%—
to be necessary to perpetuate prosperity in the
postwar era (Lipsitz 1981:46, 120–121). Defense
spending for the Cold War and Korean Conflict
had complemented an aggressive trade policy to
improve the state of the economy, but it appeared
that the key to an expanding economy rested in
increased consumer spending fueled by an expansion of credit (Moore and Klein 1967; Jezer 1982).
Here too, government policies led the way, especially with regard to stimulating credit purchases
of homes and automobiles. During World War
II, the marginal tax rate for most wage earners
jumped from 4% to 25%, making the home ownership deduction more desirable. Federal housing
loan policies favored construction of new single
family detached suburban housing over renovation or construction of central city multifamily units. Debt-encumbered home ownership in
accord with these policies stimulated construction
of 30 million new housing units in just twenty
years, bringing the percentage of home-owning
Americans from below 40% in 1940 to more
than 60% by 1960. Mortgage policies encouraging long term debt and low down payments freed
capital for other consumer purchases, while government highway building policies undermined
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FAMILY FORMATION AND THE
ECONOMY—THE TELEVISION VIEW
Advertisers incorporated their messages into urban
ethnic working-class comedies through indirect
and direct means. Tensions developed in the programs often found indirect resolution in commercials. Thus Jeannie MacClennan’s search for an
American sweetheart in one episode of Hey Jeannie
set up commercials proclaiming the abilities of
Drene shampoo to keep one prepared to accept last
minute dates and of Crest toothpaste to produce
an attractive smile (Hey Jeannie: “The Rock and
Roll Kid”). Conversations about shopping for new
furniture in an episode of The Goldbergs directed
viewers’ attention to furnishings in the Goldberg
home provided for the show by Macy’s department
store in exchange for a commercial acknowledgment (The Goldbergs: “The In-laws”).
But the content of the shows themselves offered
even more direct emphasis on consumer spending.
In one episode of The Goldbergs, Molly expresses
disapproval of her future daughter-in-law’s plan to
buy a washing machine on the installment plan. “I
know Papa and me never bought anything unless
we had the money to pay for it,” she intones with
logic familiar to a generation with memories of the
Great Depression. Her son, Sammy, confronts this
“deviance” by saying, “Listen, Ma, almost everybody in this country lives above their means—and
everybody enjoys it.” Doubtful at first, Molly eventually learns from her children and announces her
conversion to the legitimacy of installment buying
by proposing that the family buy two cars so as to
“live above our means—the American way” (The
Goldbergs: “The In-laws”). In a subsequent episode,
Molly’s daughter, Rosalie, assumes the role of ideological tutor to her mother. When planning a move
out of their Bronx apartment to a new house in the
suburbs, Molly ruminates about where to place her

furniture in the new home. “You don’t mean we’re
going to take all this junk with us into a brand new
house?” asks an exasperated Rosalie. With traditionalist sentiment Molly answers, “Junk? My furniture’s junk? My furniture that I lived with and loved
for twenty years is junk?” But in the end she accepts
Rosalie’s argument—even selling off all her old furniture to help meet the down payment on the new
house, and deciding to buy new furniture on the
installment plan (The Goldbergs: “Moving Day”).
Chester A. Riley confronts similar choices
about family and commodities in The Life of Riley.
His wife complains that he only takes her out to
the neighborhood bowling alley and restaurant,
not to “interesting places.” Riley searches for ways
to impress her and discovers from a friend that a
waiter at the fancy Club Morambo will let them
eat first and pay later, at a dollar a week plus ten
percent interest. “Ain’t that dishonest?” asks Riley.
“No, it’s usury,” his friend replies. Riley does not
borrow the money, but he impresses his wife anyway by taking the family out to dinner on the
proceeds of a prize that he received for being the
one-thousandth customer in a local flower shop.
Though we eventually learn that Peg Riley only
wanted attention, not an expensive meal, the
happy ending of the episode hinges totally on
Riley’s prestige, restored when he demonstrates
his ability to provide a luxury outing for the family
(Life of Riley: R228).
The same episode of The Life of Riley reveals
another consumerist element common to this
subgenre. When Riley protests that he lacks the
money needed to fulfill Peg’s desires, she answers
that he would have plenty if he didn’t spend so
much on “needless gadgets.” His shortage of cash
becomes a personal failing caused by incompetent behavior as a consumer. Nowhere do we hear
about the size of his paycheck, relations between
his union and his employer, or, for that matter,
the relationship between the value of his labor and
the wages paid to him by the Stevenson Aircraft
Company. Like Uncle David in The Goldbergs—
who buys a statue of Hamlet shaking hands with
Shakespeare and an elk’s tooth with the Gettysburg address carved on it—Riley’s comic character
stems in part from a flaw which in theory could be
attributed to the entire consumer economy: a preoccupation with “needless gadgets.” By contrast,
Peg Riley’s desire for an evening out is portrayed
as reasonable and modest—as reparation due her
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encouraging that acceptance, according to D
 ichter,
consisted of identifying new products and styles of
consumption with traditional, historically sanctioned practices and behavior. He noted that such
an approach held particular relevance in addressing consumers who had only recently acquired the
means to spend freely and who might harbor a lingering conservatism based on their previous experiences (Dichter 1960:209). . . .
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technological changes by upgrading standards for
cleanliness in the home and expanding desires for
more varied wardrobes and menus for the average
family (Hartmann 1982:168). In that context,
Aunt Jenny would have been justified in launching into a tirade about the division of labor within
the Hansen household or about the possibilities
for cooperative housework, but network television
specializes in a less social and more commodified
dialogue about problems like housework: Aunt
Jenny suggests that her sister’s family buy her a
“fireless cooker”—a cast iron stove—for her birthday. “They’re wonderful,” she tells them in language borrowed from the rhetoric of advertising.
“You just put your dinner inside them, close ‘em
up, and go where you please. When you come back
your dinner is all cooked” (Meehan and Ropes
1954). Papa protests that Mama likes to cook on
her woodburning stove, but Jenny dismisses that
objection with an insinuation about his motive,
when she replies, “Well, I suppose it would cost a
little more than you could afford, Hansen”
(Meehan and Ropes 1954). By identifying a commodity as the solution to Mama’s problem, Aunt
Jenny unites the inner voice of Mama with the outer
voice of the sponsors of television programs. . . .
Prodded by their aunt, the Hansen children go
shopping and purchase the fireless cooker from a
storekeeper who calls the product “the new Emancipation Proclamation—setting housewives free
from their old kitchen range” (Meehan and Ropes
1954). Our exposure to advertising hyperbole
should not lead us to miss the analogy here: housework is compared to slavery, and the commercial
product takes on the aura of Abraham Lincoln.
The shopkeeper’s appeal convinces the children to
pool their resources and buy the stove for Mama.
But we soon learn that Papa plans to make a fireless
cooker for Mama with his tools. When Mama discovers Papa’s intentions she persuades the children
to buy her another gift. Even Papa admits that his
stove will not be as efficient as the one made in a
factory, but Mama nobly affirms that she will like
his better because he made it himself. The children use their money to buy dishes for Mama, and
Katrin remembers the episode as Mama’s happiest
birthday ever (Meehan and Ropes 1954).
The stated resolution of “Mama’s Birthday”
favors traditional values. Mama prefers to protect
Papa’s feelings rather than having a better stove,
and the product built by a family member has
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for the inevitable tedium of housework. The solution to her unhappiness, of course, comes from
an evening out rather than from a change in her
own work circumstances. Even within the home,
television elevates consumption over production;
production is assumed to be a constant—only
consumption can be varied. But more than enjoyment is at stake: unless Riley can provide her with
the desired night on the town, he will fail in his
obligations as a husband (Life of Riley: R228; The
Goldbergs: “Bad Companions”). . . .
“Mama’s Birthday,” broadcast in 1954, delineated the tensions between family loyalty and
consumer desire endemic to modern capitalist
society. The show begins with Mama teaching
Katrin to make Norwegian potato balls, the kind
she used long ago to “catch” Papa. Unimpressed by
this accomplishment, Katrin changes the subject
and asks Mama what she wants for her upcoming birthday. In an answer that locates Mama
within the gender roles of the 1950s, she replies,
“Well, I think a fine new job for your Papa. You
and Dagmar to marry nice young men and have
a lot of wonderful children—just like I have. And
Nels, well, Nels to become president of the United
States” (Meehan and Ropes 1954). In one sentence
Mama has summed up the dominant culture’s version of legitimate female expectations: success at
work for her husband, marriage and childrearing
for her daughters, the presidency for her son—and
nothing for herself.
But we learn that Mama does have some
needs, although we do not hear it from her lips.
Her sister, Jenny, asks Mama to attend a fashion
show, but Mama cannot leave the house because
she has to cook a roast for a guest whom Papa has
invited to dinner. Jenny comments that Mama
never seems to get out of the kitchen, adding that
“it’s a disgrace when a woman can’t call her soul
her own,” and “it’s a shame that a married woman
can’t have some time to herself.” The complaint
is a valid one, and we can imagine how it might
have resonated for women in the 1950s. The
increased availability of household appliances
and the use of synthetic fibers and commercially
processed food should have decreased the amount
of time women spent in housework, but surveys
showed that home-makers spent the same number of hours per week (51 to 56) doing housework
as they had done in the 1920s. Advertising and
marketing strategies undermined the potential of
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more value than one sold as a commodity. Yet the
entire development of the plot leads in the opposite
direction. The “fireless cooker” is the star of the
episode, setting in motion all the other characters,
and it has unquestioned value even in the face of
Jenny’s meddlesome brashness, Papa’s insensitivity, and Mama’s old-fashioned ideals. Buying
a product is unchallenged as the true means of
changing the unpleasant realities or low status of
women’s work in the home.
This resolution of the conflict between consumer desires and family roles reflected television’s
social role as mediator between the family and the
economy. Surveys of set ownership showed no pronounced stratification by class, but a clear correlation between family size and television purchases:

te

households with three to five people were most
likely to own television sets, while those with only
one person were least likely to own them (Swanson
and Jones 1951). The television industry recognized and promoted its privileged place within
families in advertisements like the one in the New
York Times in 1950 that proclaimed, “Youngsters
today need television for their morale as much as
they need fresh air and sunshine for their health”
(Wolfenstein 1951). Like previous communications media, television sets occupied honored
places in family living rooms, and helped structure
family time; unlike other previous communications media, they displayed available commodities
in a way that transformed all their entertainment
into a glorified shopping catalogue. . . .
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a special market, see Patricia J. Bence (1985),
“Analysis and History of Typology and
Forms of Children’s Network Programming
From 1950 to 1980.”
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1. Nielsen ratings demonstrate television’s view
of the family as separate market segments
to be addressed independently. For an
analysis of the industry’s view of children as
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